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Two computers a client and a server connect in a point-to-point mode through the Internet. Also, numerous
other standards relate to specific industries, such as VDA for the German automotive industry. The goal is to
get rid of paper and have everyone working with the same invoice so that information is processed and read
easily. Test the system before implementing it live. EDI via VAN value-added network , EDI Network
Services Provider: This model protects businesses from the complications that come from supporting the many
communication protocols that are required when dealing with multiple business partners. EDI systems
Different types of EDI are implemented to suit the business's needs, capabilities and budget -- assisting
multiple consistent business partners, supporting partners around the globe or in other situations. Integration at
the people level â€” enabling B2B collaboration between the people in different companies during business
processes such as dispute resolution and new vendor registration. Business-critical data is sent on time and
tracked in real time by automating the transfer of data among applications across a supply chain. Different
EDI standards address the needs of specific industries or regions or other specifications. It is a secure network
where documents are transmitted between business partners. When sending an EDI document, both parties or
trading partners must adhere to the same set of rules. EDI frees up staff time to work on more important tasks.
Data can be exchanged through serial links and peer-to-peer networks, though most exchanges currently rely
on the Internet for connectivity. Business-to-Consumer B2C e-commerce â€” this is the term that most people
are think of when e-commerce is mentioned. Next, set priorities for adoption and then analyze which areas of
the business will benefit most from EDI. For example, this can result in improvements like a reduction of
over-payments resulting from unprocessed or poorly negotiated shipping, pricing or claims disputes What are
3 different approaches to data-level and people-level B2B integration tasks? Twenty first century corporations
expect a network of business partners â€” their suppliers, their customers, their logistics providers, their banks
â€” to function online. First, electronic commerce e-commerce is a very common term that refers to the
exchange of information via electronic media such as the Internet and private communication networks. I hope
that this provides clarification for you. What are the two types of e-commerce? EDI applies to documents such
as purchase orders, invoices, shipping notices and commission sales reports, as well as other important or
classified information. Some users, such as doctors transmitting healthcare information, may find EDI more
burdensome than paper, but the standardization and electronic conversion pays dividends in the long run. To
outline how the data in the EDI transaction correlates to the data in the internal system, create a map that will
determine where each incoming field goes and if the data needs to be reformatted. Managed Services:
Managed services systems outsource the EDI document control to a third-party provider. Three times a year,
X12 members work together across various industry verticals such as finance and healthcare to develop new
versions of the standard. Business needs and processes determine which EDI system to implement. Integration
at the data level â€”automation of the exchange of business documents between business applications, such as
automating the exchange of all the documents in the procure-to-pay process. These standards define where and
how the information from the document will be found. For example, an insurance company can verify that an
applicant has a driver's license through an EDI exchange. This information is then sent to the receiver's order
entry system without necessitating manual order entry. AS2 is sent securely in an envelope that uses digital
certificates and encryption. Using EDI systems eliminates the need -- and therefore cost -- to print, file, store,
post and retrieve paper documents. And why Should you Know and Care? EDI is primarily used by large
companies to have a uniform processing system, enabling efficiency. It is the computer-to-computer exchange
of business documents, such as purchase orders and invoices, in a standard electronic format between business
partners. A transaction set often consists of what would usually be contained in a typical business document or
form. These protocols encode data during transmission from one business to the other, to protect sensitive
information. EDI permits multiple companies -- possibly in different countries -- to exchange documents
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electronically. I am often told that the terms are confusing, partly because they are so inter-related, so, I
thought this would make a useful blog.


